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Abstract-PhosphochoIine (PC)-specific antibodies that arise in the mouse in response to Proteus 
morganii (PM) and use Vl-DFLIB.l-JHi are characterized by a number of recurring mutations. 
Most striking is an invariant A for G substitution in codon 95 of VH which results in an asparagine 
instead of aspartate at that position. Because of the apparent irn~~an~ of this substitution in an 
anti-PC(PM) response, we wanted to determine the molecular basis for this base change. A cDNA 
library derived from pre-immune spienic B cells was examined for the frequency of VDJ containing 
the A substitution at 95 and the presence of additional point mutations in these sequences. Six 
different cDNA were isolated which contained an A substitution at the VD junction (frequency 
0.00009); a seventh positive cDNA could not be examined. The V segments of four of these cDNA 
matched known germline genes and were, therefore, unmutated. Two others closely matched V in 
families whose members have not all been characterized, hence, it is not known whether the 
mutations observed are somatic or germline in origin. Sequences of 35 cDNA clones, containing the 
same V segment but differing in D, J and junctional nucleotides, revealed no mutations. These results 
indicate that the A substitution generated at codon 95 is most likeiy a product of V-DJ joining. 

INTRODUCTION 

The murine immune system has the potential to generate 
greater than 10” unique antibodies as a result of 
combinato~al diversity (Tonegawa, 1983). Despite this 
potential the response to some antigens, such as to the 
phosphocholine (PC) epitope of the Gram negative 
bacterium Proteus morganii (PM), is extremely restricted 
(Claflin et al., 1989). In total we have sequenced more 
than 50 antibodies derived from 15 mice (Claflin et al., 
1989; Dell et al., 1989; Deli and Claflin, 1990 and 
unpublish~}. A11 of these antibodies use Vl of the S107 
VH gene family and JHl in their heavy chains and VK8 
and JKS in their light chains. Moreover, 83% of the 
antibodies use the DFL16.1 D gene segment. All V-D, 
D-J, and V-J recombination points are identical or 
nearly so. Another feature of these antibodies is that 
they all exhibit recurring somatic point mutations in 
both CDR2 and CDR3 of the heavy chain. Mutations 
in CDR2 are always accompanied by a replacement 
substitution in codon 95, res~ting in an asparagine 
instead of aspartate. This substitution is an identical A 
for G in the first position of the triplet in 100% of the 
sequenced antibodies suggesting a need for 95 as- 
paragine in antigen binding or L chain pairing or both. 

?Current addresses: J. George, Department of Biochem- 
istry, University of Texas, Southwestern Medical Center, 
Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.; K. Sheehan, Department of Pathol- 
ogy, Stanford University Schoof of Medicine, Palo Alto, 
California, U.S.A. 

§Authar to whom correspondence should be addressed. 
Abbreviations: PC, phosphocholine; PM, Proteus morganii. 

Direct evidence for a functional role of the amino acid 
at position 95 is the finding that VK8/Vl anti-PC 
antibodies bind antigens iexcept the PC(PM) antigen] 
well if there is an asparagin~ at 95, but poorly if 
aspartate is present (Kenny et al., in press). Binding to 
the PC(PM) antigen requires mutations in CDR2 as well 
as asparagine at 95 (Claflin et al., 1989). 

This last observation results in a biological paradox. 
Current models describe somatic hypermutation as a 
mechanism which is not active until after antigenic 
stimulation (Griffiths et al., 1984; Levy et al., 1989; 
Wysocki et al., 1986). If this is the case, and the germline 
encoded specificity is completely unreactive with the 
antigen, then how is a PC(PM) immune response in- 
itiated? The problem might be simplified if we could 
determine the molecular basis for either of the recurring 
substitutions, i.e. whether or not both arose as somatic 
point mutations. The most notable, of course, is the 
obligate 95 aspartate to asparagine substitution (95N) in 
CDR3. Because of the proximity of the 95N substitution 
to the V-D junction, it is logical to think that the 
substitution is an insertion arising during V-D joining. 
However, it is not obvious how this can be the case. In 
the first place, the A for G base change is not the 
characteristic G or C insertion mediated by TdT (Basu 
et al., 1983), nor is it a P-nucleotide (Lafaille et al., 1989). 
Second, junctional sequences in antibodies to other 
antigens vary, sometimes considerably, even when they 
are important in antigen binding (Blier and Bothwell, 
1987; Cumano and Rajewsky, 1986; Milner er al., 1986; 
Wysocki et al., 1986; Feeney et al., 1988). In none of 
these cases are there invariant insertions. 
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To approach the problem we examined the pre- 
immune repertoire for the frequency of the substitution 
leading to a G to A substitution in different V-D 
combinations. The results showed, surprisingly, that this 
type of substitution was relatively common, occurring at 
a frequency of about once in 10,000 VDJ. Moreover, it 
occurs at the V-D junction in the absence of other 
mutations in V, D or J. This result argues strongly that 
the single base substitution at codon 95 is an insertion 
arising during joining of V to D. This, then, defines the 
germline precursor for anti-PC(PM) antibodies upon 
which antigen binding somatic variants can be generated 
by point mutations at one or more positions in CDR2. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

cDNA cloning 

A cDNA library representing the adult murine reper- 
toire was generated and extensively characterized else- 
where (Sheehan and Brodeur, 1989). Briefly, the spleens 
of five adult mice were pooled and stimulated in vitro 
with 50 pgg/ml LPS for 3 days. Poly(A)+ RNA was 
prepared and cDNAs were generated by priming with an 
oligonucleotide derived from CH2 of the mu heavy 
chain. Ninety-six I’1 positive cDNA clones were ident- 
ified with an oligomer that recognizes codons 44-50 
of the BALB/c c/l gene: Vl S-TGCAGCAATC- 
CACTCCAGTCT. Hybridization conditions have been 
described (Geliebter et al., 1986). 

Lambdaphage minipreps 

Host strain C600 was inoculated with isolated 95N 
(see Fig. 1) or Vl oligomer-positive agar plugs and 
grown overnight in the presence of 100 mM MgCI,. 

Bacterial lysates were cleared of cellular debris and 
treated with DNaseI to remove bacterial DNA. Five 
microlitres of diethylpyrocarbonate was added to 400 ~1 
of lysate. This was followed by addition of 10 ~1 10% 
SDS and 50 ~1 of 2.0 M Tris and 0.2 M EDTA (pH 8.5). 
Lysates were then heated at 68°C for 10 min. Next, 20 ~1 
of 5.0 M KOAc was added. Following 30 min on ice, the 
precipitate was centrifuged. Supernatants were harvested 
and extracted once with CHCl, : phenol (1: 3). DNA was 
precipitated and washed three times and resuspended in 
200~1 of 10mM NaCl (Davis et al., 1980). 

Polymerase chain reaction 

The PCR procedure (adapted from Perkin-Elmer Ce- 
tus literature) was carried out in 100 ~1 reaction volume 
overlaid with 50 ~1 of mineral oil. Reaction conditions 
were as follows: 50 mM KCl; 10 mM Tris, pH 8.3; 2 mM 
MgCl,; 0.1% gelatin; 2 mM each of dATP, dCTP, 
dGTP, dTTP; 50 pmoles of each primer; and 1 U of Tuq 
polymerase. Reactions were heat-inactivated before 
addition of enzyme. Each amplification contained a 
primer from CHl of the heavy chain, Cmu 5’-GCAG- 
GCGCAGCGGGA, and one of three VH region 
primers. Oligonucleotides cross-reactive for seven V 
gene families were used: V123, 5’-GGTGCAGCT- 
GCAGCAGTC; V4,5’-GGTGAAGCTTCTCGAGTC; 
and V567, S-GAAGCTGGTGGAGTCTGG. These 
oligomers were selected after examining the 5’ terminal 
sequences of the seven VH gene families (Brodeur and 
Riblet, 1984) for the minimum number of higher order 
consensus sequences. For example, oligomer VI 23 cross- 
reacts with the VHl, VH2 and VH3 subgroups, and has 
no more than two mismatches with any one of them. Vl 
cDNA clones were amplified with the V567 primer. 

95N TT TAT TAC TGT GCA AGA AAT 

Vl TT TAT TAC GTG GCA AGA gat gca magagg 
2.86 __ ___ ___ ___ ___ -__ A__ ___ __- --- --- --- --- 

FL16.1 gtt tAT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC TAC C 

Vl TT TAT TAC GTG GCA AGA gat gca SW&Z&gagagg 
A9 __ ___ ___ __- __- --- *-_ __- -mm m-s w-m --- 

FL16.1 gtt tAT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC TAC C 

36-60 CA TAT TAC TGT GCA AGA ta gaCaat@gag 
B1 __ ___ ___ ___ -__ ___ A__ _-_ _-_ --_ --- --- 

FL16.1 gtt tAT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC TAC C 

Vll CT TAT TAC TGT GCA AGA gat a maggg 
Cl6 __ _.._ ___ _-_ --_ _-- A+ -se -_- 

FL16.2 att acT ACG GCT ACC 

Vii7183 TG TAT TAC TGT GCA AGA ca magcaaa 
12 _- --- -_- --- --_ --- A_- m-m 

sp2.2 tat tAT GAT TAC GAC 

vH441 TT TAT TAC TOT GCA AGA cc maggaaa 
EIO _- -_- -_- -__ _-_ _-- A__ m-w -mm m-m 

sp2.2 tat tAT GAT TAC GAC 

vIi5 TC TAT TAC TGT GCA AGA mg 
Tl -- --- --- --- -we --- A-- w-w w-v - 

sp2.2 tat tAT GAT TAC GAC 

ctc ni3 

JH3 

JH2 

g xi3 

JH3 

Jli3 

Fig. 1. Nucleotide sequences of cDNA clones positive with 95N probe are shown compared to both 
contributing V and D genes. Coding sequences of contributing genes are given in upper case letters. 
Lower case letters represent flanking sequences. Heptamer is underlined. Within the sequences of 
cDNA clones, “-” indicates consensus with given upper case, coding sequence. N-region nucleotide 

sequences are given in lower case letters. JH gene usage is indicated. 
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Each amplification consisted of 30 cycles of the fol- 
lowing: denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, hybridization at 
50°C for 1.5 min, and extension for 1 min at 72°C. The 
final extension was continued for 10 min at 72°C. 

Sequencing of cDNA clones 

DNA from the optimal amplification was excised from 
0.8% low melting point agarose (FMC Seaplaque) and 
sequenced directly using Sequenase. Three to five ~1 of 
template DNA in low melting point agarose was used in 
each 30 ~1 sequencing reaction (Weber et al., 1991). 
Sequences were visualized by denaturing in formamide 
dyes and electrophoresing the bands in a 6% denaturing 
polyacrylamide gel. 

RESULTS 

To determine the frequency with which the 95N 
substitution was expressed in the adult repertoire, a 
cDNA library representing the pre-immune repertoire in 
adult mice was generated (Sheehan and Brodeur, 1989). 
The library was probed with an oligonucleotide, 95N 
(see Fig. 1) which represents a sequence in the V-D 
region of ‘mutated’ PC(PM)-specific antibodies. 200,000 
plaques were screened with the 95N probe. Six positives 
were isolated (Table 1). A VI positive sub-library, 
consisting of 96 independent isolates, was also screened 
with the 95N probe and yielded one positively hybridiz- 
ing clone (A9). 

Five of the six 95N positive clones detected in the 
cDNA library and A9 could be sequenced (Fig. 1). The 
sequences originate from members of five different V 
gene families, three different D gene and three different 
J gene segments. In five of six clones there was a single 
untemplated A introduced at the V-DJ recombination 
point. In Cl0 there are either two As introduced, or none 
in which case the second A in the AAT codon is a point 
mutation. No other mutations were seen in D or J of any 

Table 1. Frequency in pre-immune repertoire of VDJ 
containing AAT at 95 

Screened 95N+ Frequency” (%) 

Vl clones: l/96 0.01s 
library: 612 x 10’ 0.009d 
VI-DFL16.1-JHIC o/2 x 105 < 0.0015 

“Frequency is calculated with respect to JH positive 
clones which is 33.9% of total library (Sheehan 
and Brodeur, 1989). 

6V1 genes were determined to be expressed in 1% of 
total Cmu positive clones examined (Sheehan and 
Brodeur, 1989), and 1% of Vl clones were positive 
with 9.5N probe. 

‘Based on sequence analyis of 95N hybridizing 
clones. No clones were found which expressed the 
95N mutation in the context of a Vl-DFL16.1- 
JHl H chain. 

“Our oligonucleotide does not recognize all VH genes, 
hence the frequency of a single A-T base pair 
substitution throughout the pre-immune reper- 
toire is an underestimate. 

of these six 95N-positive cDNA clones. Further se- 
quence analysis showed that the V segment encoded 
portion of four of the six cDNA clones (A9, CIO, El, 
ElO) corresponded to known germline V genes in Gen- 
bank. The V of these four cDNAs were 100% homolo- 
gous to VI (250 bp) (Crews et al., 1981), Vll (284 bp) 
(Crews et al., 1981), 3660 (255 bp) (Near et al., 1984), 
and VH441 (268 bp) (0110 et al., 198 1). Fl has four 
mismatches with the germline VH5 pseudogene 
(251/255) (Fig.2) (Loh et al., 1983). E2 has two mis- 
matches with a published unproductively rearranged 
heavy chain gene, BFLl, (243/245) (Fig. 2) (Lawler 
et al., 1987). Because not all germline members of the 
gene families to which Fl and E2 belong have been 
sequenced, we do not know if Fl and E2 represent other 
germline genes or if they are somatically mutated. 

To examine the question of somatic point mutations 
further, 35 cDNA clones from the Vl sub-library were 
sequenced. These sequences extended from J through 
CDR2 or a minimum of 210 bp/cDNA, and totaled over 
7000 base pairs. All four J region genes were represented 
(Fig. 3). Extensive junctional diversity was seen. D genes 
included FL16.1, FL16.2, 452, Sp2.2, Sp2.5, Sp2.7 and 
Sp2.8. No non-germline sequences were seen except at 
the V-D or D-J junctions, indicating that the LPS 
stimulated B cells from which the cDNA library was 
generated were not actively mutating (Manser, 1987). 
Finally, all of the clones sequenced appear to have 
functional rearrangements in as much as no stop codons 
are introduced by rearrangement. Of those with a D 
gene, 87% use reading frame I. Given the size of the data 
set, this is consistent with the frequency of productive 
rearrangements seen by Decker et al. (199 1). 

DISCUSSION 

The murine immune response to the PC moiety of P. 
morganii has previously been characterized as being 
highly restricted, even in a primary immune response. In 
particular, mutations in CDR2 and CDR3 and a specific 
recurring base change in codon 95 are invariably seen in 
the heavy chain. Because only a single base is changed 
relative to the canonical T15 heavy chain (Claflin and 
Berry, 1988; Gearhart et al., 1981), and because this base 
change is at the junction between V and D, it is not 
immediately apparent what the molecular basis for this 
change is. Antigen-driven selection by P. morganii does 
not appear to act on this substitution, hence we could 
explain the initiation of an anti-PC(PM) immune re- 
sponse more simply if we could determine the molecular 
mechanism for this change. 

Screening a pre-immune cDNA library did not yield 
any anti-PC(PM) heavy chains (frequency < 0.0015%), 
but this can be expected. Decker et al. (1991) have 
estimated that the contribution to diversity of D gene 
usage and junctional sequences for a single VH-JH pair 
is greater than 104. Nevertheless, we do gain some insight 
into the generation of the substitution at codon 95 of the 
heavy chain, Sequence analysis of the 95N positive 
clones showed no evidence of somatic mutations in V, D 
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cDNA,Fl TACTGGGGCC TCAGTGAAGA TGTCCTGCAA GGCTTCTGGC TACACCTTTA CTAGCTACAC 
vH5 __________ _______-_- __________ _________- _____-_-_- -_____-v-w 

100 

GATGCACTGG GTAAAACAGA GGCCTGGACA GGGTCTGGAA TGGATTGGAT ACATTAATCC 
__________ _________- _-_T__.__-_ __________ __________ __-_______ 
160 

TAGCAGTGGT TATACTMTT ACAATCAGAA GTTCAAGGAC AAGGCCACAT TGACTGCAGA 
__________ ________C_ __________ ____-_-___ -_-a----_- ---------- 
220 

CAAATCCTCC AGCACAGCCT ACATGCAACT GAGCAGCCTG ACATCTGAGG ACTCTGCAGT 
__________ _______..__ __________ __________ __________ ----C--G-- 
260 

CTATTACTG TGCAAG 
_________ _____- 
340 354 

cDNA,E2 GGTCCCGGAA ACTCTCCTGT GCAGCCTCTG GATTCACTTT CAGTAGCTTT GGAATGCACT 
BFLl -__-_-_-__ _-_-__-_-_ -_-__-_-__ __________ __________ _____-_-_- 

35 

GGGTTCGTCA GGCTCCAGAG AAGGGGCTGG AGTGGGTCGC ATACATTAGT AGTGGCAGTA 
__________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ 
95 

GTACCATCTA CTATGCAGAC ACAGTGAAGG GCCGATTCAC CATCTCCAGA GACAATCCCA 
i5.$__C__C_ __________ ---_-_--_- _-_-____-_ __________ __________ 

AGAACACCCT GTTCCTGCAA ATGACCAGTC TAAGGTCTGA GGACACGGCC ATGTATTACT 
-_-_--_-_- _-_-__-___ __-_______ __________ __________ __________ 
215 

GTGCAAGA 

275 262 

Fig. 2. Novel VH gene sequences cloned from a cDNA library with the 95N probe. Sequences are 
given for cDNA clones and compared to the best matched sequence found in Genbank. Nucleotide 
mismatches are indicated. Numbers indicate nucleotide positions of known sequences in Genbank. 
The first amino acid position in VH5 is 13 and in BFLl is 16 according to Kabat’s designation. VH5 
represents VHS pseudogene; BFLl represents a MOPC21-like gene generated from an Ableson 

transformed pre-B cell line. 

or J. Sequences of an additional 35 Vl expressing cDNA 
clones, which were otherwise as diverse as the 95N 
positive clones, also revealed no somatic mutations. 
These data argue strongly that somatic hypermutation is 
not the molecular basis for the 95N substitution. Be- 
cause different V and D genes combine to generate 
95N-positive clones, we conclude that the mechanism 
involved is not specific for only Vl and its associated D 
elements. The recombination point of the V genes, varied 
from 0 to 6 base pairs from the heptamer which is a 
predicted observation if normal cutting and exonucle- 
olytic nibbling occurred before ligation. We do not see 
systematic introduction of the A-T base pair for another 
specific base pair. For these reasons we conclude that the 
A-T base pair is introduced during V-DJ joining. 

The Vl gene is part of a small VH gene family 
consisting of only four members all of which have been 
cloned from the germline (Crews et al., 1981). Therefore, 
it did not seem likely that a previously uncharacterized 
V was responsible for the substitution at codon 95. 
Nevertheless, we probed genomic DNA with the 95N 
oligo using appropriately mutated hybridomas as con- 
trols. Not surprisingly, we detected no bands (data not 
shown). 

A number of groups have reported a strong bias for 
the use of reading frame I of DFL and DSP genes in the 
expressed heavy chain of pre-B cells as well as mature B 
cells (Decker et al., 1991; Feeney, 1990; Ichihara et al., 
1989; Forster et al., 1988). More recent evidence indi- 
cates that this bias is a result of selection against reading 
frames II and III (Gu et al., 1991). All six 95N reactive 
cDNA clones, as well as all PC(PM) reactive heavy chain 
genes (DFL16.1+ and DFL16.1-) use the first reading 
frame of their respective D genes. Introduction of the 

A-T base pair between V and DJ preserves the use of the 
first reading frame. Therefore, the 95N “substitution” 
may actually be an insertion or mutation that occurs 
during V-DJ joining. Thus, the “germline” heavy chain 
precursor for an anti-PC(PM) immune response con- 
tains a junctional residue which results in the generation 
of an asparagine at codon 95. 

The junctional residue at codon 95 is not a P-nucleo- 
tide. Our six cDNA sequences and hybridoma sequences 
violate the P-nucleotide model on three basic points 
(Lafaille et al., 1989). We do not see usage of entire D 
genes. We see various amounts of chewing back from the 
heptamer in the V genes. Also, the appropriate sequences 
are not present in the appropriate positions to introduce 
the A-T base pair between Vl and DFL16.1. 

Somatic gene conversion could be invoked to explain 
the generation of the substitution at 95, although there 
is no evidence that this generates point mutations in 
murine V(D)J (Chien et al., 1988; Wysocki et al., 1990). 
Still, one can hypothesize that gene conversion might 
introduce single base changes in V (Maizels, 1989), so 
this mechanism remains a formal possibility. 

TdT mediated insertion of an N-region nucleotide is 
a possible source for the A-T base pair that appears 
between 1/l and DFL16.1. However, TdT is known to 
have a strong preference for the insertion of Gs and Cs 
(Basu et al., 1983). While this characteristic of TdT does 
not eliminate the enzyme as a source for the 95N codon, 
there are other mechanisms to be considered. 

A number of eukaryotic DNA polymerases have been 
shown to add an untemplated A to the 3’ end of a double 
stranded oligonucleotide. In the presence of other 
nucleotide triphosphates, most DNA polymerases will 
almost exclusively add a dATP (Clark, 1988). If the 
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Vl N D 1 J?Il 101 
GAT GGA C TAC TGG TAC TTG GAT G'PG 

-__ ___ ___ __ TAGG -se -__ ___ ___ ___ 
-__ -__ ___ __ T AGG --_ -__ ___ ___ ___ 
___ ___ __ gag C TAT GGT MC TAG a -- --- -__ ___ ___ 
-__ ___ __ gag C TAT GGT AAC TAG a -- -__ ___ ___ ___ 
--_ -__ _ AT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --- --_ ___ ___ ___ 
___ ___ _ AT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --- --_ -__ ___ ___ 
___ ___ _ AT TAG TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --- --_ ___ ___ ___ 
-__ ___ _ AT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --_ -__ ___ ___ ___ 
--_ -__ _ AT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --- --_ -__ ___ ___ 
___ ___ _ cc TAT TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --- --_ -__ ___ ___ 
___ ___ ___ _ tt TAT CAT TAC G GT AGC --- --- --_ -__ ___ ___ 
--_ -__ ___ _ ccct T TAC TAC GGT AGT AGC --- --- -__ ___ ___ ___ 

Vl N D N m2 101 

___ ___ cc - _-_ ___ 
--_ --_ _ 

tg _-_ ___ 
--- --_ ___ ___ gg G TAT GGT A c _ ___ ___ ___ 

--- --- --- --g ATT ACT ACG GG - --- _-_ ___ ___ 
___ ___ _ gt TAT GGT MC TAC C c - --- _-- _-_ ___ 

Vl N D N JH3 101 
GCA AGA GAT GCA CC TGG TTT GCT T& 

___ ___ _ g C TAT GGT MC TAC gtccc _ ___ ___ ___ 
___ ___ ___ _ gg ACT GGG A __ ___ ___ ___ 
-__ _-_ a AC TAG GGT AGT AGC ctc ___ _-_ ___ 
___ ___ ___ CAT TAC gggc -- _-_ _-- ___ 
-__ ___ ___ CAT TAC gggc -_ _-_ _-_ ___ 
-__ _-_ _& TAC TAT GGT AAC _-_ ___ ___ 
-__ _-_ _a TAC TAT GGT MC _-- ___ ___ 
___ ___ ___ cc - _-- __- __- 
___ ___ ccaaggtata _- 
_-- _-_ _-_ __- tgttgtctataggtacgacgg _-- _-- _-_ __- ___ 

Vl N D N Jn4 101 
w OAT GCA AC TAC TAT GCT ATG GAG Ta 

___ ___ ___ ___ ACT ATG ATT AC ccc _ _-- _-_ _-_ ___ ___ 
___ _-_ _-- cccnc C TAT G c _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
___ ___ ACT ATG A cccc - _-- _-- _-- ___ ___ 
_-- _-- _-- _ a A ACT GGG ct _ _-_ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
___ ___ ___ __ ccc C TAC TAT GGT AAC cc _ -__ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
___ _-_ ___ __- ct C TAT GGT MC ag _ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
_-_ _ cg ggc egg gta _-_ ___ ___ ___ 
_-- _-- __- c CT ACG G cggg - __- 
___ ___ ___ ___ ACT ATG ATT AC ccc _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
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SP2.6c,7c,Ec 
SP2.6c,7c,Ec 
SP2.5,7 
SP2.5,7 
FL16.1 
FL16.1 
FLl6.1 
FL16.1 
FL16.1 
FL16.1 
SP2.2/FL16.1 
FX16.1 

SP2.8 
FL16.1 
SP2.5,7,8 

SP2.5.7 

452 
FL.16.1 
FL16.2 
FL16.2 
SP2.5,7 
SP2.5.7 

? 
? 

SP2.2 
sp2.* 
SP2.2 
452 
SP2.5,7 
SP2.5,7 
? 
FL16.1 
SP2.2 

Fig. 3. Sequences of VI-positive cDNA clones grouped by JH gene usage. 3’ sequence of Vl up to 
heptamer and 5’ sequence of respective JH element up to heptamer are given. “-” indicates extent 
of agreement with VI and JH genes. Sequence of D gene is given. In some cases D gene usage could 
not be completely identified, e.g. SP2.5,7 indicates that D gene could have come from DSP2.5 or 
DSP2.7. SP2.* indicates that any DSP D element could have been used. The D region for B6 appears 
to have been derived by DD joining of Sp2.2 (bold) and FL16.1. N-nucleotides are given in lower 
case letters. The genetic origin of D regions for 14, Jl, and E3 could not be determined, hence they 
may be N-nucleotide additions and are shown in lower case letters. Possible P-nucleotides are 

underlined. 

unligated V-DJ intermediate has a significant half-life, 
then promiscuous DNA polymerases may have an op- 
portunity to add an A to the 3’ end of V. Alternatively, 
any of the enzymatic steps involved in recombination 
(cutting, nibbling, ligation) may occasionally result in an 
abasic sight in which the sugar phosphate backbone is 
intact but the nucleotide base has been lost. To generate 
our specific recombination product, the abasic sight 
would have to be on the non-coding strand between Vl 
and DFL16.1 and would effectively be an apyrimidinic 
site opposite the germline G in codon 95. Apyrimidinic 
sites are quite stable, having a half life of 100 hr at 
neutral pH (Duker et al., 1982). Upon subsequent DNA 
synthesis, dATP could be introduced opposite the abasic 

sight by the “A-preference” of DNA polymerase (Ran- 
dall et al., 1987). “A-preference” of DNA polymerase 
has similarly been invoked to explain the high frequency 
of single A-T base pairs introduced in non-immune 
and oncogenic recombination junctions (Roth et al., 
1989). 

There is no direct evidence for one or another of these 
models. The models serve to point out that a variety of 
mechanisms exist within the B cell which can account for 
the generation of the 95N substitution. All models 
involve a high degree of precision. Overall, the gener- 
ation of the 95N codon in V-DJ is an infrequent event 
and in Vl-DFL16.1, must be a rare event. The selective 
pressure put on this construct by the antigen must be 
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extreme, which is apparent by the obligate appearance of 
95N in PC(PM) reactive antibodies. 

Junctional sequences have been shown to be import- 
ant, but variable, in a number of other antigen systems. 
In anti-p -azophenylarsonate antibodies, junctional se- 
quences at the V-D and D-J junctions can affect affinity 
by IO-fold (Parhami-Seren et al., 1989). Feeney and 
co-workers have shown that N-region nucleotides are 
frequently introduced at both the D-J junction and 
particularly the V-D junction of M51 l-type anti-PC 
antibodies. In contrast to the stringent requirement seen 
in anti-PC(PM) antibodies, the junctions in M5 11 anti- 
bodies code for up to four amino acids and can occur 
between V and D and/or between D and J (Feeney et al., 
1988). Kenny et al. (in press) have shown that junctional 
residues in each of the three different types of anti-PC 
antibodies determine binding specificity and responsive- 
ness to PC-antigens. Antibodies that arise in response to 
oxazalone and use VkOxl do not have a junctional 
sequence requirement, but do have a structural con- 
straint that D must be three amino acids long (Berek et 
ul., 1985). In addition, the principle mechanism of 
diversification of the T cell receptor repertoire is N-re- 
gion insertion at V-D, D-D, and D-J junctions (Davis 
and Bjorkman, 1988). 

Our system is unique in that recombination must 
occur rather precisely between D and J, and then 
precisely between V and DJ. Small nucleotide overlaps 
have been hypothesized to be involved in the alignment 
of D-J and V-DJ junctions, particularly in the absence 
of N-region insertions (Gu et al., 1990). Recombination 
between DFLl6.1 and JHl is a good example of this, 
potentially being mediated by the four nucleotide over- 
lap CTAC that is found at the 3’ end of DFL16.1 and 
the 5’ end of JH 1. Recombination and insertion between 
V and DJ may be mediated by one of a number of 
mechanisms. 

In the Vl-JH cDNA sequences there is an over-rep- 
resentation of DFL16.1. Eight out of 12 JHl positive 
clones use DFL16.1, all of which have the same D-J 
junction. Of these eight, five use the same V-D junction. 
These five cDNA sequences have the same CDR3 struc- 
ture as seen in the T15 idiotype. This over-representation 
may be a result of expansion of a B cell clone while still 
in the mouse, cloning the same cDNA multiple times, or 
preferential recombination not only between a particular 
V and DJ combination, but generation of a preferential 
recombination product. It is not possible to know what 
light chain was paired with these heavy chains, or to 
estimate the effect of in viva expansion of the T15 heavy 
chain in the five mice prior to generating this library. All 
of the VDJ cDNA inserts should be of similar size and 
similar base composition. Thus, these cDNAs should 
have been cloned and expanded with equal efficiency. 
The over-represented VDJ cDNA is the same recombi- 
nation product seen in the idiotypically dominant anti- 
PC antibody, T15 (Quintans, 1989; Feeney, 1991). Our 
observation that the TlS-like, Vl-DFL16.1-JHl recom- 
bination product is over-represented in the pre-immune 
repertoire is in agreement with the observation that 

TlS-like antibodies represent 48-88% of anti-PC pre- 
cursors (Gearhart et al., 1975). T15 may be over- 
represented, because it is a favored recombination 
product (Feeney, 1991). These observations contrast 
dramatically with the results obtained when amplifica- 
tion is done using primers specific for the four VH3660 
family members and JH2 in which case no duplicates 
were seen in 225 independent isolates (Decker et al., 

1991). 
An interesting observation that supports the model of 

favored recombination comes from a unique set of 
PC(PM) specific antibodies generated in our laboratory 
(Dell and Claflin, 1990). These antibodies also use 
Vl-DFL16.1-JHl as well as VK8-JK5 but are distinct 
from other anti-PC(PM) antibodies because they use 
DFL16.1 in reading frame II, and include P-nucleotides 
at the junction resulting in an asparagine at codon 95 
similar to typical anti-PC(PM) antibodies. Strikingly, 
these antibodies, lack any other mutations in either their 
heavy or light chains. These antibodies achieve high 
affinity PC(PM) binding using germline sequences. Yet 
this type of antibody, has only been seen in one fusion. 
One interpretation of this data is that the T15 heavy 
chain is a favored recombination product, and that 
insertion to create 95N and subsequent CDR2 mutation 
occurs at higher frequency than the rearrangement to 
create the alternative CDR3 structure that can bind 
PC(PM) without any mutations in CDRZ. 

In summary, we have shown that the molecular 
precursor for the PC(PM) immune response requires a 
precise junctional diversification event. While one might 
expect this to be an extremely rare event, it appears to 
occur to a set of V, D and J genes that are recombined 
preferentially. As stated above, antibodies with only the 
substitution in CDR3 are unreactive with the PC(PM) 
antigen. Thus, the remaining paradox is how the 
PC(PM) immune response is initiated from such a 
precursor. Recent evidence from a series of B cell 
transfectants generated in our lab suggests that a cross- 
reactive antigen must provide the initial stimulatory 
signal for a PC(PM) immune response anti-(George 

et al., submitted). 
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